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How should we worship God? 
How many people ask that question today? Few alas! Or if they do, it is 

fundamentally only to ask what modern innovations they may introduce into 
the service ... charismata, liturgical dance, choruses, "gospel" pop concerts, heal
ing crusades, and so on. An older generation, steeped in the "hymn sandwich" 
liturgy of post-18th century worship, is often put out by what they see as a 
challenge to orthodox tradition in their services, without realizing that: 

1) their own tradition was introduced 200 and more years ago in defiance of 
the orthodoxy of those days; and 

2) their tradition cannot provide them with a biblical and logical platform 
able to withstand the new trends. Almost inevitably they collapse under the 
pressures and slide into the flippant, presumptive, and impertinent modes of 
modern, so-called "worship," that addresses God as "Father" in tones as if they 
are talking to the old man in the rocking chair over by the fireplace. 

It is refreshing, therefore, to see that recently these issues have been tackled 
by two well-known writers, albeit from opposite points of view. At the heart of 
the controversy generating their polemics is the question with which we began: 
How should we worship God? 

Both writers are concerned to answer this question as it impinges particularly 
on one aspect of Christian worship, that of congregational sung praise to the 
Most High. Both men realize the importance of this question, and both see that 
it is at the point of sung praise that the battle lines are drawn and the issues are 
really decided. Other aspects of worship, such as prayers, readings, doxologies , 
sermons, sacraments, are all important, but it is at the point of congregational 
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praise that a most important p rinci ple rises to the surface and affects the out

come of che discussion in a way chat it could not do in these other areas. 

Bu t firstly, and fundamentally, there is a prior issue, and that is: How shall 

we answer the quest io n? 

Now chis is no conundrum . If I am to find an answer to the question "How 

should we worship God," I muse first of all face the problem of how the question 

itsel f is co be answered . for instance, may I make recourse to the philosophers, 

to Aristo tl e, to Locke, to Mill, or to Hegel? Or may I call in the services of the 

Pope to make an ex c,.uhedra pronouncement on chis issue? Or may I simply look 

to traditio n ; in which case what trad ition? Or may I simply work it all out using 

my "sanctified" common sense? 

W here then, and what are, the authorities chat should decide our question? 

At thi s juncture, a little child can lead us. '' Let us ask the Lord Jesus," he 

migh t say. Yea, of such is the kingdom of heaven! (Matt. 19: 14). How simple 

the fo rmul a; how easy to apply! We need to know how to worship God, so let's 

ask H l M how we should do it! Let us consult His Word. What could be easier? 

And who could possibly quarrel with that? If we consult His Word, we find His 

answer to our question, and HIS answer is bound to be absolutely and uncondi

tional ly and totally right. An answer drawn purely from and centred upon a 

correct exegesis of God's Word! No need to import anything in from outside, or 

to supplement that answer with various bolt-on qualifications, is there? Well, is 

there? 

It is at this juncture that the old serpent will try to get his hiss in edgeways. 

"H ath God said?" Has God really given us in His Word precise details as to His 
worship? Or has He only given us there the general principles and left us with 
substantial latitude of freedom as to what the details are to be? 

Well, as the old saying goes, "the devil is in the details" and he certainly 
ins inuates his devious undulations into this issue at this point. And not a few 
otherwise good men are taken in by his "sales talk.,, 

And so we see the question revolving around this issue, as to whether the 
Word of God is, or is not, totally specific with regard to Christian worship, and 

we see this issue arising most acutely at the point of congregational sung praise. 
The two booklets we review herewith reflect this feature of the conflict. One 

of the writers is a minister of Scottish Presbyterian attachment, indeed in 1972 
he took an oath to uphold the Westminster Standards, documents which insist on 
a rigid application of the Word of God as being definitive of the details of Re
fo rmed worship, and specify that in congregational sung praise the biblical 
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Psalms-and them only-shall be sung, because this alone is in accordance with 
Scripture. This same writer has also aligned himself-to all appearances, at least
with the Free Church of Scotland (Continuing) as over against the main body of 
the Free Kirk ( those who support Prof. Macleod). He has also been responsible 
for the publication of numerous reprints of Puritan and Reformed tomes, many 
of which have advocated the "regulative principle" that all worship is to be regu
lated by the Word of God alone. 

The other writer comes from an English dissenting background, trained for 
the ministry at London Bible College, and for some 30 years has laboured as a 
pastor in an independent church in the south of England. 

Surely then, it is the first writer, the one with the impeccable theological 
pedigree of Scottish Presbyterian connections that will hold us, in his booklet, to 
the strict regulative principle of the Westminster Standards, and insist on exclu
sive psalmody as being what the Word of God requires of corporate Christian 
worship in song? And surely it is the Englishman who will be the one who has 
listened to the old serpent's hiss, and ducks away from the child-like, innocent 
referral to God's Word in order to answer the question we have posed herewith? 

Surprise, surprise! It is entirely the other way around! 
I must confess to being shocked! Shocked that lain Murray (hereafter IHM) 

should be flying in the face of the very Reformed heritage he has done so much 
to promote via his work with the Banner of Truth Trust over the last nearly 50 
years! But his booklet The Psalter-The Only Hymnal is an argument for the 
introduction of"some hymns," and the foundation of his polemic against exclu
sive psalmody is precisely this, that he believes that the Scriptures only give us 
general principles of worship, and therefore allow us to fill in the details with 
matters of our own composing. The regulative principle, says he, "controls what 
shall or shall not be parts of worship: it is sung praise that is authorised as a part, 
not the very words of which that part has to be made up" (IHM, p. 11). IHM 
states that other features of public worship that are commanded by God, such as 
prayer, and the sermon, are necessarily spoken in our own words. Therefore, 
why not sung praise? Scripture commands us to pray, but does not supply us 
with the words of our prayers; we have to compose them ourselves. Scripture 
merely gives us general directions about how we should pray, without telling us 
what words we are to use. Likewise, bearing in mind that fact that many of the 
biblical Psalms are denominated as "prayers" (IHM, p. 7), then surely these too 
cannot be prescriptions as to the words to be "sung." Thus IHM advances out_ to 
meet exclusive psalmodists with his attempted rebuttal, that as the regulative 
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principle allows us ~atitude wi~h prayers_, s~ als~ it m~s~ allow_ us the same free
dom with sung praise, otherwise the pnnctple itself ts mconststent. Now since 
all sides, including the exclusive psalmodists, agree that Scripture requires us to 
bring in our own words in prayers, liturgy, and sermons, the sticking point is 
found at the level of sung worship. 

Having read through IHM's booklet carefully I have to say I find it totally 
unconvincing and superficial. No proper attempts are made at exegesis of im
portant biblical texts, and the weight of IHM's arguments repose on founda
tions outside of Scripture. In all this, I regret to have to say I do not like the way 
IHM utilises evidence, and that the tractate seems to me to be a propaganda 
piece relying on colourful flourishes with the pen rather than on evidence. This 
disturbing set of features may be seen if we follow the sequence of the arguments 
in IHM's booklet. This we do in the following pages, and into our analysis and 
comments we introduce from time to time the excellent points made by Malcolm 
Watts in his booklet, which follows the sequence of Murray's format. All refer
ences in the following paragraphs are given in parenthesis, giving the initials 
IHM and page number to refer to Murray's booklet, and the initials MHW and 
page number to refer to the excellent booklet of Malcolm Watts. 

At the very outset, in IHM's first section, the title is "Common Ground" 
(IHM, pp. 3-4). Extending to but two brief pages it merely cites three Scriptures 
to indicate some basic features of worship which IHM evidently deems to be 
common to both hymn-lobbyists and exclusive psalmodists. After considering 
that sung praise is "intended to be of special benefit to believers in the uplifting 
of their spirits," he avers, erroneously, that "joyless singing is a contradiction" 
(IHM, p. 3). We have to disagree strongly and say that the singing of a confes
sional Psalm, like Psalm 51, can hardly be joyous. Grief, sorrow, remorse, disap
pointment, are all emotions entrained in the Christian pilgrimage, and all have 
their legitimate lyrical expressions. The book of Psalms sans pareil covers the 

whole spectrum. Modern hymnals fail miserably in this respect. 
Following this, IHM makes a logical jump. After dealing with the above 

"common ground" in worship, he adds, 

It has also to be recognised that there is a human element in this 
discussion. Things which have become part of our lives are not 
readily changed. Tunes associated with memories of our childhood 
are likely to be with us all our days and their use or disuse belongs 
to those issues "common to human actions and societies, which 
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are to be ordered by the light of nature and Christian prudence" 
(Westminster Confession 1:6; IHM, p. 4). 

Now the following features are evident in IHM's argument here, first, that 
there is no logical connection between this, his final "common ground," and 
those that go before, and secondly, we have to refer to what we feel is the unsat
isfactory way IHM utilises evidence. He introduces here a quote from the West
minster Confession of Faith ( WCF), which, if the reader consults the Confession, 
will be seen not to support IHM's use of it. The exact paragraph actually begins 
by asserting that 

The whole counsel of God, concerning all things necessary for his 
own glory, man's salvation, faith, and life, is either expressly set 
down in scripture, or by good and necessary consequence may be 
deduced from scripture: into which nothing at any time is to be 
added, whether by new revelations of the Spirit, or traditions of 
men (WCF 1:6). 

That is plain enough, and in the paragraphs following, exceptions clearly 
refer to attendant circumstances of worship: place, time, mode of dress, etc. 
These matters the Confession here refers to as "common to human actions and 
societies" ( WCF 1 : 6). 

Thus the full WCF paragraph gives a different flavour than IHM's quote. 
IHM has here avoided all reference to WCF 21:5 which quite unequivocally 
specifies the contents of worship, one of which is "singing of psalms with grace 
in the heart," and no mention of any "hymns." By this quick flourish of WCF 
1 :6, IHM gives the impression that a "human element" is necessarily present in 
worship, and that this element is deemed part of acceptable "common ground" 
between exclusive psalmodists and the hymn-lobby, and that the WCFbacks up 

this notion! 
We expressly repudiate IHM's reasoning here, and find it to be cavalier and 

deficient, and grossly misleading. Grossly misleading because, if you agree with 
the position he thinks he has established in his "common ground," you will be 
handicapped in refuting the rest of his tract. For this "common ground" forms 
IHM's platform to launch, in the rest of his booklet, his polemic against exclu
sive psalmody. He moves, therefore, from a faulty and inadequate foundation, 
and the errors and the pollutions eddy forth and mix right through the rest of 
the tract. We find indeed that in MHW's booklet, it is rightly contended that 
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IH~f s '(common ground" is cert~inly not satis~actory as "common ground" for 

all R .c d churches MHW nghtly complains too, that IHM fails to • e1orme · · . . . . Intro-
duce and explicate the regulanve prmc1ple here with all the relevant Scripture 

references which indicate psalmody as the only acceptable content of the church's 

sunu worship (MHW, P· 7) · 
IHM's second section sets out "The Area of Controversy," viz., the issue that 

"Christians are not at liberty to determine what they shall sing in public wor

ship" (IHM, pp. 4-5). At this juncture we must censure IHM yet again for the 

way he handles evidence. He asserts that this exclusive psalmody position has 
been put forward in "recent publications." A footnote draws attention to four 

such, three of which were printed as recently as 1992-1994, and a fourth which 
is a 1992 reprint of a 1907 work (IHM, p. 5, n. 3). This creates the unmistak
able impression that exclusive psalmody is a recent (20th century) innovation, 
though IHM does not explicitly say so. Later IHM goes on to ramify this false 
impression by a plethora of quotes from divines of past ages which appear to 
assert that hymnody was acceptable in the Reformed tradition right back to 

Calvin at the Reformation (IHM, pp. 12-20). 
We cannot allow this to pass. We find what IHM is asserting is contrary to 

the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth. Perhaps, IHM is ignorant 
of what he is missing out here, but I find it difficult to countenance this, given 
his vast and long experience in the study of Reformed theology, and the testi
mony of much of the very material printed by the Banner over the last nearly 50 
years. 

We are pleased, however, to note how MHW thoroughly corrects IHM on 
these issues, showing how "believers were never told to write their own praise" 

and how "the Christian church, like the Jewish church, confined itself to the 
singing of Biblical Psalms." MHW gives us Scripture and scholarly references in 

support of the position he advances against IHM here (MHW, PP· 7-9). ,, 

IHM next follows with his third section, "The Psalms-Only Case Star~d 

(I!"1M, _P~· 5-G). Again, his treatment is appallingly brief and shallow in dealing 
w1rh rh1s import 6' w· h . . fc TV"C'F21 as . " ant su Ject. It a passmg flounsh he re ers now to w' 
stanng God dai . S . h h hall be wor-
h

. ms tn cnpture t e right to determine how e s 
s tpped." This he ad . . 1· d " . . 1 " overn che ' mtts, ts app 1e as the regulative prmc1p e to g 
conrenr of sung p . d h al d'sts have raise, an e also points out that exclusive ps mo 1 
strong arguments h h a1 d when 
h w en t ey say that Christ sang from the Ps ter, an 

t ey say that none · d f he Psalter. 
(Th· I . can improve on the Divinely inspired wor s O t 27 

ts ast point, believe it or not, IHM denies as valid, later on from page 
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onwards.) But at this juncture, after noting a plethora of historical Reformed 
heroes that all sang Psalms-but without pointing out to the reader that these 
nearly all sang Psalms exclusively-IHM does admit that 

This argument [for exclusive psalmody] looks impressive to any
one who takes the Bible seriously, and, if the case is true that in
spired material for the praise of the churches in all ages is alone 
warranted by Scripture, then loyalty to the truth would require the 
disuse of all hymnody in Public worship (IHM, p. 6; italics mine). 

And at this point, in putting forth the exclusive psalmodist case, IHM has 
not exegeted ONE of the many Scriptures underpinning their position! We 
wonder why? In his excellent response to IHM at this juncture, MHW pains
takingly and succinctly lays out seven sound and Scriptural reasons "why the 
Psalms should be sung alone in the worship of God" (MHW, pp. 9-11; italics 
MHW's). The concatenation of these seven reasons is an indicator of what IHM 
has totally by-passed in his booklet, and means that his appreciation of the 
Psalms-only position is either extremely ill-informed, or utterly cavalier. Again, 
to the reader uninitiated in the whole historical debates over Christian worship, 
IHM's tract presents a grossly inadequate, and therefore distorted view of the 
exclusive psalmodists position. 

IHM's fourth section is entitled "A Response" (IHM, pp. 6-11). It is his 
attempted rebuttal of the claims of the exclusive psalmodists extends. In reply, 
MHW supplies us with over twenty pages of detailed refutation of IHM's argu
ments, and informative expatiation on a host of relevant biblical texts including 
a most useful analysis of biblical terminology concerning psalmody (MHW, pp. 
11-31). The candid reader is struck straight away by the vastly more erudite level 
and careful analysis contained in MHW's work. 

IHM introduces chis section by noting that the issue is not how highly we 
regard the book of Psalms. Non-exclusive Psalm singers, even non-Psalm-sing
ers, are alleged herewith to be able to regard the book of Psalms as highly as 
exclusive psalmodists. C. H. Spurgeon is introduced here as an example. He had 
such a high regard for the psalms chat he spent "twenty years in expounding the 
Psalms" and produced a six-volume commentary on them, but "He had no 
hesitation about compiling a hymnbook" (IHM, pp. 6-7) . Again, we have to 
dispute the manner of IHM's use of evidence. What he deduces from Spurgeon 
is illogical. Think about it! If you regard the Psalms as the being the only di-
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vinely authorised vehicle of public sung praise, then you must . . 
, ax1omat1call 

regard them more highly than extra-biblical songs. On the other h d . Y, 
b·b1· al h d . al h an , 1f you think extra- 1 1c ymno y 1s equ to, or per aps even better than, the p l 

h · · all · · h sa ms for worship, t en It 1s equ y axiomatic t at you cannot regard the p l . . sa ms as 
highly as does an exclusive psalmod1st. 

Yet more, IHM endeavours to ramify his erroneous logic here by a footn 
i: . S ' "d" . h l . al ote rererenc1ng purgeons 1sagreement wit exc us1ve ps mody" as in the latter's 

review of the The True Psalmody; or, The Bible Psalms the Church's Only Manual 

of Praise (IHM, p. 7, n. 4). In contrast, MHW can fill us in with the full refer
ence here. Spurgeon was reviewing the book The True Psalmody published by the 
Reformed and United Presbyterian Churches of Philadelphia, and actually ad
mitted that the book was an excellent defence of exclusive psalmody (MHW, p. 
11). Again we see the idiosyncratic use of evidence by IHM, from which he 
hurries on to note that the point at issue is not how highly we regard the Psalms, 
but whether they are to be used exclusively in worship. MHW rightly asserts 
that there would be no point for IHM to refer to Spurgeon anyway if he had an 

argument solidly Scripture-based. And for that matter, as MHW says, for "every 
Spurgeon" that IHM quotes, the exclusive psalmodist can "quote a Calvin, a 
Knox, a Romaine, a Kennedy, or a Murray [John Murray!] ... " and we could add 
infinitum to this list. What IHM needed to have done, says MHW rightly, is to 
deliver "a strong biblical argumentation-and that is the very thing he fails to 

deliver!" (MHW, p. 11). We might add that this fundamental failure actu1ly 
imports an important value into Iain Murray's booklet! It stands, fairly consid
ered, as a clear example of the bankruptcy of the hymn-singer's case! As such, we 

might recommend it for reading! But only if you read Mr. Watts' booklet along-

side it. f 
IHM follows with three sub-sections. In the first, he asks for Scriptural proo 

that God appointed the 150 Psalms of David for the worship of the Old T~~ 
ment people of God (IHM, pp. 7-9). In answering his own quest10"} heir 
admits firstly that "some fifty-five Psalms," on the ground, we believe, 0 tth r 
t. l . i: Le . . al h . . l rship but that o e it es, were given ror v1t1c c otrs 1n corporate temp e wo ' ,, (IHM 
P aJ d " ayers ' s ms are evidently for personal use and are denominate as pr IHM 

' b ) Here 
P· 7). (It does not seem to have struck IHM that prayer can e sung. I . Their 
cites exclusive psalmodist William Binnie, who in his book The ~sa m~ c ic is 
H . r h . IHM' ssernon t a zstory, 1eac ing and Use (1870) appears to support 5 a ver used 
" . ,, h " . ,, h "all h Psalms were e ,, an assumption t at rests on no evidence t at t e . al ise .. . 
· h · non pra 
10 t e temple in worship, or that all were ever given for congrega 
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(IHM, p. 7). IHM's usage of Binnie here is again selective, and subject, we 
apprehend, to "spin." MHW can tell us that Binnie here was merely noting that 
some Psalms were not likely to have been used for temple worship, but were 
intended for home and synagogue (MHW, p. 16) . We might point out that 
Psalm 137 most certainly was not intended for temple use, as it was written 
during the Babylonian captivity when the temple was in ruins and the worship
pers were hundreds of miles away. This is proof positive, if one needed it, that 
Psalms were sung by Israelites outside of temple worship, and not always under 
the aegis of Levitical choirs. 

Again, IHM's cavalier usage of evidence produces a false impression. The 
reader is swept breathlessly along a trail that is deviating from biblical truth 
more and more, and into a maelstrom of further and compounded errors. In 
short, IHM's argument in this section majors on the idea that not all the Psalms 
were intended to be sung, and because some are specifically denominated as 
prayers, then, he assumes of course they cannot be regarded as material for cor
porate lyrical praise. Furthermore, just as we are to use our own words in prayer, 
why not also in praise? IHM goes on to quote Robert Candlish and James Ham
ilton in his support, wheeling them out as if they are to be considered the ulti
mate authority on this matter (IHM, pp. 8-9). MHW explains how IHM has 
over-blown what Candlish said, and neglected to tell us that Hamilton was well 
and truly refuted by Dr. James Gibson (MHW, p. 14). In this connection we 
have a statement by MHW which succinctly, and brilliantly sets forth the cor
rect Scripture view of prayers and praises: "Whereas when we pray to God our 
thoughts suggest words, when we render praise his words suggest thoughts" 
(MHW, p. 13). This assertion is backed up with appropriate Scripture refer
ences, and MHW notes that whereas the disciples asked the Lord to "teach them 
how to pray" they did not ask him to "teach them how to make praises" (MHW, 

p. 13). 
After more appropriate Scripture references, MHW declares, 

These considerations lead us to conclude not only that prayer and 
sung praise are separate elements in worship but that different bib
lical rules apply to them ... What we may do in any given part of 
worship depends upon the divine regula,tion for that part of worship. 
It is thoroughly confusing therefore to confuse prayer and sung 
praise (MHW, p. 13; italics mine). 
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We would only want to add to this that the Psalter d · I 
. . oes tnc ude su 

too, and Psalm 51 1s a salient example. But this does not con d' ng prayers 
. h I . c h " . ,, . . tra ict Mt 'W: , asseruon ere. t 1s a race t at praJse 1s inclusive of "pr ,, d . . · atts 

d f . If. h l . . ayer an ts tnd d mo e o prayer 1tse . T e ru e 1s that 1n corporate worship . ee a 
. . . , sung praise rnus b 

psalmod1cal, and that such sung praise includes inspired psal d' t e 
I Th

. c . . mo tc prayer as 
e ement. .1s reature is proved by the following biblical consi'd • an eranon.s· 

1) The Book of Psalms is in Hebrew designated the "Book of Praise » ·(S 
T; h. U- ) Th d . . " . ,, . s epher 

e 1 1m . at esignation, praises , as a blanket cover and refers to all h 
P al I HM . I " ,, . d" . . t ose s ms wants to 1so ate as prayers an 1st1nct1on to "praises." 

2) At the end of Psalm 72, David writes, "the prayers of David the son of 
Jess_e a~e ended.,, Examination of Psalm 72 indicates a mixture of prayer and 
praise interspersed throughout. And if this last verse of Psalm 72 be construed to 
refer as a summation of the whole of Davidic Psalms chat precede it, then obvi

ously the conclusion that prayer and praise are inseparably intertwined is further 
strengthened. 

3) Corporate sung prayer therefore is included under the provisions that 
pertain to corporate sung praise. Spoken prayer, whether private or public (e.g., 
leading in a prayer meeting) , is a different category altogether, since only one 
person is actually doing the speaking, and the rest listen, and concur with their 
"amens" or demur with their silence. And the vital principle is that anything 
that is done corporately together in address to God must be done in unison, to 

avoid confusion, and that unison must be on the basis of the Word of God alone. 
Once enforce on the congregation a unison in the words of man, and you open 
the door for heterodoxy, since the words of even the best of men will err to some 

extent. . 
IHM moves on in his second sub-section to assert that "Hebrew poetry 15 

d . cc fi ,, d "" · • ,, nd that hence, very 1nerent rom our own, an 1t 1s 1n prose not metre, a ' 
''there is a strong case for saying that the Churches which chanted th~ Psalm~ 
were more correct" (than the Scottish or Genevan metrical Psalters, for mstanc~, 

h . uld be mus1-
IHM , pp. 9-1 O). He continues, "It is hard to see how c anting wo . inuates 
cally uplifting in congregational praise today" (IHM, P· 10). He t~en _msturning 
that "some freedom" must be indulged by the exclusive psalmod•.st 

1
10 

ullifies 
h d d f b . E 1· h d h t this effecnve y n t e wor · or er o He rew poetry into ng ts , an t a d . congrega-

the exclusive psalmodists case for singing only the words 0 .f Go 
10 

ration. To 
6 fi f m1srepresen 

tional praise (IHM, p. 10). We find this to ea 1asco 0 

call Hebrew poetry "prose" is utter nonsense. . . t of, or does 
. . ·1 h . h IHM . ther is ignoran MHW gives us the technical deta1 s w IC ei 
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